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Double Feature Program
(Individual) Licences for use of works
  □ How imperative are the exceptions?
(Mass-digitization) Extended collective licensing
  □ How to make them work cross-border!
Program feature 1
3. Use of material appearing on the Guardian Site

Your use of the Guardian Site is for your own personal and non-commercial use only. You acknowledge that, as between Guardian and you, except for user content and advertisements (as discussed below), Guardian is the sole owner of all content on the Guardian Site, including, without limitation, all applicable copyrights, patents, trademarks, trade secrets, trade names, logos, and other intellectual property rights thereto, as well as text, images, graphics, logos, audio, video and other material appearing on the Guardian Site ("Guardian Content"). The Guardian Site and the Guardian Content are protected by the copyright laws and other intellectual property laws of the United Kingdom, the United States and Australia and are protected globally by applicable international copyright treaties.

You may download and print extracts from the Guardian Content for your own personal and non-commercial use only, provided you maintain and abide by any author attribution, copyright or trademark notice or restriction in any material that you download or print. You may not use any Guardian Content for any other purpose without our prior written approval. Except as expressly authorised by the Guardian, you are not allowed to create a database in electronic or paper form comprising all or part of the material appearing on the Guardian Site.

If you wish to use our content other than as permitted by these terms and conditions, please contact us at syndication@theguardian.com. If you operate a news aggregation service that charges a subscription fee to its users, then you need to approach the NLA directly to discuss your licensing requirements. Please see nla.co.uk.
What about the exceptions in the law?

- At EU level, only 2 sets of limitations are imperative:
  - Back-up copy & decompilation of computer programs;
  - Right to use database according to intended purpose;
- All other limitations are not expressly imperative; some expressly default;
At national level?

- Exceptions declared mandatory in four Member States:
  - Belgium, Ireland, Portugal and the UK

- In other Member States:
  - Assessment made by the judge;
  - Depends on objectives pursued by the copyright regime;
  - Depends on the circumstances prevailing at the time of concluding the contract
Jurisdiction issues

- What if a licence limits the user’s possibility to exercise the exceptions in the law?
- Is this restriction valid?
Validity of contractual clause?

- Case 1: Choice of law clause in contract
  - Assessment according to chosen law
- Case 2: No choice of law clause
  - Assessment according to law of the ‘country of residence of the principal actor carrying out the contract’
Program feature 2
Extended Collective Licensing (ECL) – how does it work?

- Collective Management Organisation (CMO) and users conclude an agreement on the basis of free negotiations (sets price and conditions of use).
- Agreement allows to legally use all materials covered by the license, without fear of receiving individual claims from outsiders or having to face criminal sanctions.
ECL – how does it work? .../2

- The agreement is by law made binding on non-represented rights holders.
- Non-represented rights holders have a right to:
  - Claim individual remuneration on the basis of the use made of their works.
  - Prohibit the use of their works (opt-out)
ECL – its advantages for mass-digitization

- Takes the interests of rights owners and users into consideration;
- Includes the possibility of payment of remuneration to the rights holders;
- Limits the obligation to engage in a diligent search;
ECL today?

- Loi sur les œuvres indisponibles (France)
- Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (UK)
- Gesetze zur Nutzung verwaister und vergriffener Werke (Germany)
- Existing ECLs in Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway
Factors to take into consideration

- Representativity of organisation;
- Collection (tarification) and distribution of moneys;
- Opt-out system;
- Determining who qualifies as a ‘user’; and
- Determining the scope of the licence;
How to make it work cross-border?

- ECL system per country only cover the works first published in that country;
- Rights cleared via ECL in the country of first publication to be recognized as valid in other Member States; and
- A register is set up to keep record of which works are digitized and made available, by whom and under which conditions.
Thank you for your attention!
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